2015 Nancy Drew Mini Cons

Celebrating the 15th Anniversary of The Nancy Drew Sleuths, the 85th Anniversary of Nancy Drew, the 110th Anniversary of The Stratemeyer Syndicate and the 110th Anniversary of the Original Carolyn Keene, Mildred Wirt Benson.

LOCATIONS:

Iowa City, IA - April 30 - May 3, 2015
Toledo, OH - May 28 - 31, 2015
Maplewood, NJ - June 11-14, 2015

Learn about the Mysterious History behind the Mystery. Play Nancy Drew History Detectives while you scour the area for clues to Nancy Drew's mysterious past while out touring historic sites at each convention location. See locations inspired from the books in "River Heights" in Iowa. View Mildred Wirt Benson sites and places from her books including Nancy Drew around Toledo, OH. Travel around New Jersey to historic Stratemeyer Syndicate sites that play an important role in the history behind the mystery and Nancy Drew's creators. Learn a few secrets and perhaps do a little "ghost" hunting too.

For more information about these conventions, the library events and their locations and dates, and our fan group, please visit:

www.ndsleuths.com/ndsconventions.html

E-mail: sleuths@ndsleuths.com